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Serum transaminase studies in adults have been widely covered in the medical literature and variations in their activity are well established in medicine particularly in relation to heart, liver and skeletal muscle disease. Wróblewski (1959) stressed the value as a diagnostic aid of increased transaminase activity when correlated with the clinical pattern. Kove, Goldstein and Wróblewski (1957 a, b) also studied the serum glutamic-oxalacetic transaminase (GOT) activity in the neonatal period. These workers estimated the serum GOT activity in 63 normal full-term newborn infants up to 11 days after birth and included nine cord blood estimations; this study of Kove et al. (1957 a, b) showed a wider physiological range than found in normal adults and recorded a normal range in the newborn period from 13 to 105 units with the exception of one infant in whom a level of 160 units was recorded. The cord blood estimations showed a lower range of GOT activity than in the older neonatal cases studied. The same workers in a further study estimated the activity of serum glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (GPT) in 63 newborn infants in the first week after birth and considered values up to 90 units as being normal in this age group. In this series nine cord blood estimations were also included and these showed levels varying from 12 to 40 units. Knutson, Cornatzer, Moore and Nelson (1958) studied GOT activity during pregnancy and found that normal pregnancy did not appear to influence the activity level.

The study being presented in this paper is a further attempt to establish physiological limits of serum GOT and GPT activity in mothers and their newly-born infants. Cord blood specimens were studied and the maternal blood samples were taken at the time of delivery. This study was done on a series of 19 European and 26 Bantu cases. Tables 1 and 2 record the findings in these groups; they include the maternal age and parity and the infants’ birth weight and sex in addition to the serum GOT and GPT activity levels. The method of estimating the levels of enzyme activity was that described by King (1958).

The 19 European cases included 11 first pregnancies, six mothers with one previous child, and two having had three and four previous pregnancies. There were nine females and 10 males in this series and one premature infant weighing 4 lb. 13 oz. was included.

In the 19 European cases as listed in Table 1, 16 showed the serum GOT values to be consistently higher in the cord bloods of the infants than in their mothers at birth. Fourteen of the cord blood values were above the normal upper limits indicated by Kove and his colleagues and in eight of the mothers their values were above the generally accepted normal values.

The serum GPT activity ranges in cord blood were all, with the exception of two cases, below the normal upper limit of 90 units suggested by Kove and his colleagues; our study recorded a range of 10 to 61 units with the exception of the two cases of 116 and 102 units, both in male infants. The maternal range of serum GPT activity was from 10 to 98 units with a single exception of 134 units.

The 26 Bantu cases studied included eight first pregnancies, nine with one previous pregnancy and the remainder with two and three previous pregnancies; the series included 16 male and 10 female infants with birth weights ranging from 5 lb. 3 oz. to 9½ lb.

These cases showed 11 cord blood GOT values above the levels of activity suggested by Kove et al.; the range in the whole series varied from 35 to 190 units. The mothers’ levels were all 100 units or less with four exceptions. The GPT levels in the cord blood studies in this group ranged from 15 to 78 units and the mothers from 10 to 75 units with one exception of 118 units.

In both groups studied there were many fairly high GOT levels in cord blood specimens above
the suggested upper limit of normal; it is suggested by this study on normal infants that they may show higher GOT values on cord blood specimens than previously accepted.

**Summary**

A study is presented of serum GOT and GPT activity in the cord blood of normal newborn European and Bantu infants and their mothers at the time of birth; the ranges of activity varied between the limits as recorded in the accompanying Tables and showed a higher range of GOT activity in cord blood samples of normal newborn infants than previously recorded.
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